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Abstract

In this work, we propose a novel selective encryption scheme based on chaos theory and moments’ transforms,
two moments families were considered, namely Tchebichef and Hahn. The goal is to propose an ecryption
scheme that’s fast and can be deployed in real world scenarios. The proposed algorithms operate in the
transform domains of Tchebichef and Hahn moments. We encrypt only the most significant coefficients of
the moments transforms. First, we down-sample the computed moments’ matrices coefficients, then we use
two logistic maps for confusion and diffusion of the down-sampled Tchebichef’s and Hahn’s coefficients, the
resulting matrix is the encrypted image. This approach improves drastically the speed of the encryption
algorithm while keeping a “good” security level. In order to prove the capabilities of our algorithms, we run
different experiments and we test the algorithms on different criteria: MSE, correlation coefficient, differential
analysis, entropy and time performance. The obtained results prove that the encryption scheme proposed is
secure and outperform state-of-the-art algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Information security plays a huge role in securing 
and authenticating digital images. One of the main 
techniques to secure data is through encryption [1]. The 
goal is to obscure the data in such a way that it is only 
available to authorized users. Encryption algorithms are 
continually developed and are in wide use for almost 
every online application. Traditional schemes such as 
IDEA, RSA and DES are particularly used for text-based 
encryption. As for image encryption, these algorithms 
were reported to be insufficient [2  ]. In  fa  ct , as  a 
consequence of intrinsic properties of images like high 
correlation among pixels and bulk data capacity; the 
text based encryption algorithms cannot be extended to 
image encryption. For that regard, specific encryption 
algorithms intended to be used particularly with images 
were developed [3–5].

Image encryption algorithms are categorized into two 
main categories, namely algorithms dealing with space 
domain and algorithms using frequency domain. The 
former operate directly on the pixels of the image 
and thus tend to be more time efficient. Meanwhile
∗
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these algorithms can cause un-correlation between
pixels, which makes the compression process infeasible
[6]. The latter operate on the coefficients obtained in
the domain of transform, these algorithms are more
efficient, they can make lossless image recovery and are
robust against operations of image processing [7]. In
the literature, several transform domains for encryption
were proposed, DCT [8], IWT [9] and FrDCT [10] to cite
a few. In recent years, an attempt was made to use image
moments’ as a transform domain for encryption [11].
The results showed a great encryption performance
for these algorithms and even outperformed the latest
algorithms.

The main concern that arises when it comes to image
encryption -or multimedia encryption in general- is the
speed vs. the security dilemma [12]. While the security
is the main purpose of image encryption, the algorithm
should be fast enough to be deployed in real world
applications. In fact the more we work on enhancing
the security aspect of an algorithm the slower it gets
[13]. Multiple works were introduced with the goal of
reducing the time complexity of encryption algorithms
while keeping an acceptable level of security [14–17].
In this paper, we introduce two encryption algorithms
that are fast and secure using selective encryption
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and image moments. Two encryption algorithms were
proposed based on Tchebichef and Hahn moments.
The conducted experiments prove that the proposed
scheme is secure against all attacks and is fast enough
to be deployed in day-to-day applications. This paper is
organized as follows: in the second section, the essential
knowledge to understand our algorithms is proposed.
The third section presents the proposed scheme in
details. In section four, we present the results of our
experiments, and finally a conclusion is presented in
section 5.

2. preliminary knowledge
Here we present the necessary background to com-
prehend the proposed approach. Two main concepts
are explained: chaos theory and moments transforms
particularly Tchebichef and Hahn moments:

2.1. Moments theory
The first introduction of moments theory into image
analysis was by Hu[18] in 1961. He proposed invariant
moments that found several applications [19, 20] due
to there capabilities of representing global features. The
main disadvantage of these moments is that they are not
orthogonal and thus the reconstruction of the image is
not a trivial task.

Zernike and Legendre moments were the second next
category of moments that was proposed by Teague [21]
in 1980. These moments are orthogonal and represent
information with minimal redundancy. Nevertheless,
these moments had several disadvantages such as
coordinate space transformation,large variation in the
dynamic range of values and numerical approximation
of continuous integrals.

New set of orthogonal discrete moments have been
proposed over the recent years, these moments use
discrete orthogonal polynomials as the basis set. Thus
they have a superior image representation [22].

Tchebichef moments. Tchebichef moments first intro-
duced by Mukundan et al. [22] and are defined as:

Tpq =
1

ρ(p,N )ρ(q,N )

N−1∑
x=0

N−1∑
y=0

tp(x)tq(y)f (x, y) (1)

And the inverse moment transform to construct the
original image given a set of moments Tpq :

f (x, y) =
N−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

Tmntm(x)tn(y) (2)

Where tn(x) are the scaled Tchebichef polynomials
expressed as

tn(x) =
tn(x)

β(n,N )
(3)

tn(x) is the discrete Tchebichef polynomials of degree n,
given by:

tn(x) = (1 −N )x3F2(−n,−x, 1 + n; 1, 1 −N ; 1) (4)

Where (a)n is the pochhammer symbol given by:

(a)k = a(a + 1)(a + 2)...(a + k − 1) (5)

and 3F2 is defined as:

3F2(a1, a2, a3; b1, b2; z) =
∞∑
k=0

(a1)k(a2)k(a3)k
(b1)k(b2)k

zk

k!
(6)

Hahn moments. In 2005, Zhou [23] proposed a new
set of discrete orthogonal moment functions based on
Hahn polynomials. The Hahn moments for an image
f (x, y) are described as follows:

Hmn =
N−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

f (x, y)h̃
µ,ν
m (x,N )h̃

µ,ν
n (y,N ) (7)

Where h̃ is the scaled Hahn polynomial described as:

h̃
µ,ν
n (x,N ) = h

µ,ν
n (x,N )

√
ρ(x)

d2
n

(8)

and d2
n is the square norm which has the following

expression:

dn
2 = Γ  (2N + µ + ν − n)

(2N + µ + ν − 2n − 1)Γ  (N + µ + ν − n) 
×

1

Γ  (N + µ − n)Γ  (N + ν − n )Γ (n + 1) Γ (N − n )

and ρ(x) is the weighting function which is given by:

ρ(x) =
1

Γ (x + 1)Γ (x + µ + 1)Γ (N + ν − x)Γ (N − n − x)
(9)hn

µ,ν 
(x, N ) are the Hahn polynomials defined as:

hn
µ,ν 

(x, N ) = (N + ν − 1)n(N − 
1)n × n∑

x=
0

(−1)
k

(−n)k(−x)k(2N + µ 
+ ν −

n
−

1
)
k

(N = ν − 1)k(N 
−

1
)k

× 1
k!

(10)Where (a)k is the pochhammer symbol.

2.2. Chaos encryption
The chaos encryption process is typically divided into
two main stages: The first s t age i s  c a lled confusion,
the pixels are transposed with a random sequence
generated by a chaotic map without changing the values
of the pixels. This operation obscures the image but it is
not enough to make it secure. The second stage is called
diffusion; the pixels’ values are changed using a random 
sequence. The confusion and the diffusion are repeated 
until a required level of security is achieved.
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Figure 1. General scheme for chaos based encryption

3. The proposed algorithm
In this work, a new encryption scheme is introduced
based on chaos and moments transforms. The proposed
scheme is based on selective encryption, which makes
it extremely fast without compromising the security
aspect. We propose two encryption algorithms based
on the same scheme, the difference between the two
algorithms is the family of moments used; namely
Tchebichef and Hahn moments. In this section, we
explain in details the encryption algorithms.

3.1. Encryption
1. Segmentation and Down Sampling: First the

image is segmented into blocks of 8*8, then
we compute the moments’ coefficients for each
block. In order to speed the encryption process,
we down sample the matrix coefficients into a
matrix of 3*3. These coefficients encompass most
of the information and thus the image can be
represented by this down sample without much
loss.

2. Key generation: K is a key of length 128 bits,
which is divided into 2 segments: K1 and K2.The
logistic map used for encryption has as input a
value between 1 and 0. We apply some operations
on the key segments in order to adopt them
to the logistic map entry. Each segment Ki is
presented by its binary form which can be noted
as: K1 = K11, K12...K164.K2 = K21, K22...K264. The
input values for the logistic maps are calculated
as: X0 = (K1120 + K1221 + ... + K164263)/264. Y0 =
(K2120 + K2221 + ... + K264263)/264 Where X0 and
Y0 are the inputs for the logistic maps X and Y.

3. Confusion: We use the logisitic map X with the
input X0 to generate an array of size 96*96. The
matrix derived from step 1 is converted to an
array of size 9216 (96*96). This array is permuted
according to the map generated by X.

4. Diffusion: Another random sequence is generated
from Y with initial condition Y0. Then this
sequence is XORed with the array generated from
step 3. The result is the encrypted image E.

3.2. Decryption
Decryption is the inverse process of encryption, the goal
is to reconstruct the original image from the encrypted
image. First we convert the encrypted image E to an
array of size 96*96. This array is then XORed with
sequence generated by Y with initial condition Y0. We
permute the resulted array according to the sequence
generated by X with intial condition X0. this array is
transformed to a 256*256 matrix by sampling, i.e. the
remaining pixels are put to zero. Then we compute the
inverse tchebichef and Hahn moments. Thus we end up
with the decrypted image I’.

4. Experimental study
We present the results of our experiments in this
section. Our proposed scheme is compared to state-of-
the-art algorithms to prove their efficiency. The results
of these experiments are given below.

4.1. Space key analysis
For a secure encryption scheme, the key-space must be
larger than 2100 [24]. The proposed algorithms has 2128

possible combinations of encryption key.

4.2. Image similarity
The proposed scheme is a “Lossy” image encryption
since it only considers the most significant bits in the
encryption process. To measure the “loss” during the
image reconstruction / decryption we use the Mean
Squared Error (MSE), which is defined as:

MSE =
1

NM

N−1∑
x=0

M−1∑
y=0

[f (x, y) − g(x, y)]2 (11)
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f (x, y) is the original image g(x, y) is the decrypted
image size M ∗N

The algorithms in Refs [25–27], are lossless algo-
rithms which explains the value 0 of the MSE. i.e.
the decrypted image perfectly matches the original
image. However, the proposed algorithms have some
information lost due to the selective encryption process.
Meanwhile the values of the MSE for the proposed
algorithms are close to 0, this means that the original
image and the decrypted image are similar and the
difference is unnoticeable to the naked eye.

4.3. correlation coefficient
As a security measure, we should minimize the
similarity between the encrypted image and the original
one. The correlation coefficient is a metric used just for
that, it takes a value between -1 and 1. A value of 0
indicates no correlation between the compared image
while a value of 1 is an indicator that the two images
are perfectly correlated. The correlation coefficient is
defined as:

C.C =
Cov(x, y)
σx × σy

(12)

σx =
√
VAR(x) (13)

σy =
√
VAR(y) (14)

VAR(x) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi − E(x))2 (15)

Cov(x, y) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi − E(x))(yi − E(y)) (16)

y and x are positions of the pixels in the encrypted
image and plain image respectively, VAR(x) is the
variance for pixel x, Cov(x; y) is covariance, σx is the
standard deviation while N is the number of pixels.
The results are presented in Table 2. We compute
the correlation coefficient for vertical, horizontal and
diagonal pixels. It is clear from the results that the
correlation coefficient is close to 0 for all the algorithms
including the proposed algorithms, this shows that the
algorithms are secure against statistical attacks.

4.4. Differential analysis : NPCR & UACI
To demonstrate resistance to differential attacks, two
quantitative descriptors are used: NPCR and UACI,
they provide a security proof against chosen plaintext
attacks. The encryption scheme should show a good
image sensitivity.
The encrypted image should show a qualitative
transformation if one pixel value is altered in the
original image. NPCR and UACI can be described

mathematically as:

NPCR =

∑W
i=1

∑H
j=1 D(i, j)

W ×H
× 100 (17)

D(i, j) can be expressed as:

D(i, j) =

0, C1(i, j) = C2(i, j)
1, C1(i, j) , C2(i, j)

(18)

UACI =
1

W ×H
[∑W

i=1
∑H

j=1
|C1(i,j)−C2(i,j)|

255

]
× 100 (19)

When UACI is around 33.4 and the NPCR is
approximately about 99.6, the encryption is considered
resistant to differential attacks. We encrypt Lena,
Baboon and Cameraman pictures using the proposed
scheme and compare the results to state-of-the-art
algorithms. From the tables 3 and 4, the NPCR
values for the proposed algorithms are all higher
than 99.8 and the UACI values are around to 31,
which implies that the proposed algorithms are secure
against differential attacks. Furthermor,e compared to
other algorithms the proposed algorithms exhibit good
security performance.

4.5. Entropy
Entropy measures the randomness in a system. It is
used for evaluating the security of an image encryption
scheme. A secure algorithm should increase the entropy
by decreasing the mutual information among pixels.
For a message m The entropy H(m) can be measured by
the formula:

H(m) =
M−1∑
i=0

p(mi)log
1
mi

(20)

p(mi) is probability of occurrence for the symbol mi and
M denotes the number of all possible symbols. Ideally,
an entropy value of 8 means the source is completely
random, but realistically we can only reach values close
to 8.
The results are depicted in Table 5, the entropy
values for the encrypted images are all above 7.99
which means all the algorithms pass the entropy test.
Moreover we see that our algorithms exhibit good
results compared to other algorithms.

4.6. Speed Analysis
Our main contribution is developing a lightweight
encryption algorithm, which is fast and secure at the
same time. In order to validate the time performance
aspect of our proposed scheme, we analyze the time
performance with different image sizes, i.e. 256 × 256,
512 × 512 and 1024 × 1024 and compare the results
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Table 1. MSE results

MSE Tchebichef Hahn Ref[25] Ref[26] Ref[27]

Lena 2.1 x 10-3 1.9 x 10-3 0 0 0
Baboon 1.6 x 10-4 2.6 x 10-3 0 0 0
Cameraman 7.3 x 10-4 2.4 x 10-4 0 0 0

Table 2. Correlation coefficient results

C.C Plain image Tchebichef Hahn Ref[25] Ref[26] Ref[27]

Horizontal 0.8263 0.039 0.0015 -0.0025 -0.088 0.0039
Vertical 0.9273 -0.0078 0.0092 0.00126 0.079 0.002
Diagonal 0.867 0.046 -0.0084 -0.006 0.096 0.076

Table 3. NPCR results

NPCR Tchebichef Hahn Ref[25] Ref[26] Ref[27]

Lena 99.8731 99.9807 99.9961 99.9961 99.9955
Baboon 99.9289 99.9304 99.9953 99.996 99.9958
Cameraman 99.8149 99.9712 99.9959 99.996 99.9956

Table 4. UACI results

UACI Tchebichef Hahn Ref[25] Ref[26] Ref[27]

Lena 31.712 31.144 33.232 33.198 33.174
Baboon 31.039 32.162 33.161 33.166 33.255
Cameraman 26.140 31.702 33.332 33.212 33.26

Table 5. Entropy results

Entropy Tchebichef Hahn Ref[25] Ref[26] Ref[27]

Lena 7.9924 7.9968 7.9964 7.9967 7.996
Baboon 7.996 7.9944 7.9959 7.9963 7.9961
Cameraman 7.9926 7.9940 7.9961 7.996 7.9952

with other algorithms. The results are shown in table 6.
The proposed encryption scheme is based on selective
encryption, which makes it extremely fast compared
to other algorithms. The table 6 shows clearly that
our proposed algorithms outperform state-of-the-art
algorithms when it comes to time performance.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce a novel selective chaotic
encryption scheme based on Tchebichef and Hahn
moments. Our main object was to propose a fast
encryption algorithm that can be deployed in real world
applications without harming the security aspect. We
achieved that by encrypting only the most significant
bits in the transform domain of Tchebichef and Hahn
moments. The encryption scheme is a “Lossy” one,
which means that the decrypted image is not similar

at a 100% to the original image, but the similarity
measure shows that it’s close enough not to be noticed
by naked eye. The experimental results showed that
our encryption scheme is secure against all known
attacks, furthermore the speed analysis proved that
the proposed algorithms outperformed state-of-the-art
algorithms. Given the presented results of the proposed
algorithms, we are confident about their ability to be
deployed in real world applications. Our future works
will be focused on implementing these algorithms for
video encryption.
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